AAEM minimonograph #48: autonomic nervous system testing.
The autonomic nervous system maintains internal homeostasis by regulating cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, exocrine, and pupillary function. Testing and quantifying autonomic nervous system function is an important but difficult area of clinical neurophysiology. Tests of parasympathetic cardiovagal regulation include heart rate analysis during standing (the 30:15 ratio), heart rate variation with deep breathing, and the Valsalva ratio. Tests of sympathetic adrenergic vascular regulation include blood pressure analysis while standing, the Valsalva maneuver, sustained handgrip, mental stress, and cold water immersion. Tests of sympathetic cholinergic sudomotor function include the sympathetic skin response, quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test, sweat box testing, and quantification of sweat imprints. Pupil function is tested pharmacologically and with pupiilographic techniques. Tests of gastrointestinal and genitourinary function do not satisfactorily isolate autonomic regulation from their other functions. The available tests have various sensitivities and ease of administration. They are typically administered in a battery of multiple tests, which improves sensitivity and reliability, and allows probing of various autonomic functions.